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Abstract
On the basis of the polynomial-time unstructured quantum search process
it is shown that the unitary quantum dynamics in quantum mechanics is the
universal quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation. This
assertion supports strongly in theory that the unitary quantum dynamics is
the fundamental and universal principle in nature. On the other hand, the
symmetric structure of Hilbert space of a composite quantum system is the
quantum-computing resource that is not owned by classical computation. A
new quantum-computing speedup theory is set up on the basis of the unitary
quantum dynamics in a universal quantum computational model. Both the
unitary quantum dynamics and the symmetric structure and property of the
Hilbert space are mainly responsible for an exponential quantum-computing
speedup for a general efficient quantum algorithm. The inherent importance for
the unitary quantum dynamics to speed up a quantum computation lies in the
unique ability of the unitary quantum dynamics to build the effective interac-
tion between the symmetric structure of the Hilbert space (or the fundamental
quantum-mechanical principles) and the mathematical symmetric structure (or
the mathematical logic principles) of a problem to be solved on the quantum
system. This unique ability is not owned by the reversible classical mechanics
and the reversible equilibrium-state thermodynamics. It may result in an es-
sential difference of computational power between quantum computation and
classical computation by combining the symmetric structure and property of
the Hilbert space. In theory and experiment this effective interaction may be
built with the help of the unitary manipulation on the mathematical-logic func-
tional operations of the problem. The quantum-computing speedup theory also
provides reasonable mechanisms for exponential quantum-computing speedup
for the existing efficient quantum algorithms that are constructed in the frame
of the quantum parallel principle. These existing quantum algorithms including
the hidden-subgroup-problem quantum algorithms and conventional quantum
search algorithms have the common character that the symmetric structure and
property of the Hilbert space does not have any effective effect on these quan-
tum algorithms. This could be the main reason why these quantum algorithms
including the efficient ones are quite special and considered to be semiclassical.
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1. Introduction
Quantum computation is based on both quantum mechanical principles and
mathematical logic principles. It employs quantum mechanical principles to
study computational science. Its theoretical basis is quantum physics. There-
fore, quantum computation is essentially different from classical computation
based on classical physics. At present its influence may reach far beyond the
quantum computational science. It has already a great influence on the physical
science. It could revolutionize the future computational science and technology.
It will have an extensive influence on many other science disciplines in future.
Quantum computation is mainly referred to mathematical-sense universal quan-
tum computation. It also may contain quantum simulation which is usually
purely quantum mechanical. Historically the emergence of quantum computa-
tion is related to classical computation and especially reversible classical com-
putation. This may be seen in the historical evolution from reversible classical
computation to universal quantum computation. A classical computation obeys
the classical physical laws. It also is required to obey the mathematical-logic
principles. These are the theoretical basis for all digital computers today. It is
well known that a classical computation is irreversible in mathematical logic, but
time evolution process of the classical physical system to execute a computation
is also irreversible. Due to both the irreversibilities an irreversible classical com-
putation can generate a large amount of heat in a high-speed computer today [1].
This heating is a severe limitation for a classical computer to operate in a very
high speed. In order to resolve the heating problem the reversible classical com-
putational models had been proposed in the middle of the last century [2]. The
basic idea for the reversible computational models is that every computational
step is made mathematical-logically reversible. That the mathematical-logic
operations are made reversible is not the final scheme to resolve thoroughly the
heating problem for a high-speed classical computer, because the time evolution
process of a classical physical system to execute a computation still could be
irreversible. For example, the SWAP operation is reversible in mathematical
logic, but it can be realized directly on an irreversible classical computer. One
might employ an ideal reversible process of macroscopic thermodynamics [2a]
or classical mechanics [2c] to realize a reversible computation, so that both the
mathematical-logic reversibility and the physical-process reversibility could be
achieved in computation at the same time. But such an ideal physical process
is generally hard to realize in practice. On the other hand, it is well known
that according to quantum mechanics a microscopic physical system obeys nat-
urally the unitary quantum dynamics, i.e., the Schro¨dinger equation. When a
computation is carried out in a microscopic quantum physical system, the com-
putational process obeys naturally the unitary quantum dynamics and hence it
is naturally reversible. Thus, the heating problem could be resolved thoroughly
by employing the unitary operators of a microscopic physical system to realize
the reversible mathematical-logic operations in a computational process. Both
the quantum Turing machine model [3] and the universal quantum Turing ma-
chine model [4] use the unitary operators to realize a computational process.
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Therefore, there is not any heating problem in both the computational models.
Now every irreversible mathematical logic operation of a classical compu-
tation is made reversible according to the reversible classical Turing machine
model [2a, 2b]. Then the reversible mathematical logic operation is replaced
with the discrete unitary operation according to the unitary quantum Turing
machine model [3] so that the physical process of the computation is made
unitary, while at the same time keeping every mathematical logic operation re-
versible. This shows that both the reversible classical computational models
[2] and the quantum Turing machine models [3] together may ensure that a
computational process obeys the discrete unitary quantum dynamics (in phys-
ical process) and is also compatible with the mathematical logic principles in
a reversible or unitary form (in computation). However, both the reversible
classical computational models [2] and the quantum Turing machine models [3]
are not thought of as universal quantum computational models.
Since the early 1980s the main research on the quantum computational mod-
els and especially the universal quantum computational models which include
the universal quantum Turing machine [4] and the universal quantum circuit
model [5] has focused on investigation of the computational performance and
especially the computational power. Though the heating problem could be re-
solved in the reversible classical computational models [2] and the quantum
Turing machine models [3], it could also be resolved by using other schemes.
For example, by improving cooling techniques or lowering the energy consum-
ing in computation the heating problem could be resolved as well. Therefore,
the computational performance becomes a key problem to a universal quantum
computer. Whether or not someday a quantum computer can replace a clas-
sical computer is greatly dependent upon its computational performance. It
has been believed extensively [4] that every finitely realizable physical system
can be simulated efficiently by a universal quantum Turing machine (the quan-
tum Church-Turing thesis). Both a universal quantum Turing machine model
and a universal quantum circuit model are equivalent to each other in quantum
computation [6]. These mean that in order to investigate the computational
performance of a quantum computer one needs only to investigate the compu-
tational performance of a universal quantum computational model [4, 5]. It
also has been believed extensively [8] that it is essentially difficult to simulate
efficiently a quantum physical system on a classical computer. This implies
that a quantum computational model which is based on the quantum mechan-
ical principles could not be simulated efficiently by a classical computational
model. Both the reversible computational models [2] and the quantum Turing
machine models [3] can be simulated efficiently by a classical Turing machine.
Therefore, while the reversible computational models are clearly classical, the
quantum Turing machine models still could be classical computationally in the
sense that they can be efficiently simulated by a classical Turing machine, and
they are not a universal quantum computational model. A universal quantum
computational model [4, 5, 6, 7] is based on quantum mechanics. According
to quantum mechanics [9] a closed quantum system is described completely
by the quantum states of the Hilbert state space of the quantum system and
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its time evolution process obeys the unitary quantum dynamics. Because a
universal quantum computational model is based on quantum mechanics, the
time evolution process of the quantum system to execute a quantum compu-
tation obeys the unitary quantum dynamics, while the quantum system itself
is described completely by its quantum states. Therefore, a universal quan-
tum computational model still obeys the unitary quantum dynamics and may
make use of a variety of fundamental properties of quantum states of the quan-
tum system in a computation. These fundamental quantum-state properties
include the quantum superposition principle, the quantum coherence interfer-
ence effects, and also include the properties of the special quantum states such
as the quantum entanglement states, the multiple-quantum coherence mixed
states, and so on. It seems that there is not any difference between a universal
quantum computational model and quantum mechanics. In fact, there must
be a constraint on a universal quantum computational model so that it can
be thought of as a computational model instead of quantum mechanics. This
constraint is that a universal quantum computational model must be compat-
ible with mathematical-logic principles, as emphasized explicitly in Refs. [21a,
29]. This leads to that the interaction becomes inevitable between the math-
ematical logic principles that a mathematical or computational problem obeys
and the fundamental quantum-mechanical principles that a universal quantum
computer obeys. Mathematical-logic principles that a problem obeys are natu-
rally carried out by the fundamental mathematical-logic operational rules in a
computation [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 31]. They neither belong to the classical physics
nor the quantum physics, that is, they are independent of both the classical
and quantum physics. Therefore, a universal quantum computational model
must obey the three fundamental principles (or properties): (i) the physical
process of a quantum computation obeys the unitary quantum dynamics, (ii) a
quantum computation is compatible with the mathematical logic principles in
a reversible or unitary form, meaning that the quantum computation obeys the
mathematical logic principles in a reversible or unitary form, (iii) the quantum
system to execute a quantum computation is described completely by its quan-
tum states and the quantum computation allows to make use of a variety of
fundamental quantum-state properties of the quantum system. Some of these
fundamental principles (or properties), that is, the unitary quantum dynamics,
the mathematical-logic principles, and the fundamental quantum-state proper-
ties are believed to be mainly responsible for the computational power of a uni-
versal quantum computer that can outperform essentially a classical computer.
Since the mathematical-logic principles (including the mathematical symmetric
structures, etc., of course) are independent of a detailed physical computational
model, they are considered not to have an essential effect on the computational
power of a quantum computer. A similar viewpoint [4, 5] that pure mathematics
does not affect essentially computational performance of a computer also was
pointed out in the past. Therefore, only the fundamental principles (or proper-
ties) in quantum mechanics may have a possibility to make an essential influence
on the computational power of a universal quantum computer and especially to
be responsible for an exponential quantum-computing speedup. According to
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quantum mechanics there may be two essentially different quantum-computing
speedup theories. One is based on the fundamental quantum-state properties.
This is the earliest quantum-computing speedup theory —– the quantum par-
allel principle [4] which is based on the quantum-state superposition principle
in quantum mechanics. Another is based on the unitary quantum dynamics
[21, 32]. Though mathematical-logic principles are not essentially responsible
for a quantum-computing speedup, they play a key role in judging which one
of the two quantum-computing speedup theories to be responsible essentially
for a quantum-computing speedup. The unitary quantum dynamics has been
overlooked in studying mechanisms of quantum-computing speedup in the past
decades. Its inherent importance to speed up a quantum computation was not
revealed until these extraordinarily fast quantum algorithms [21, 32] are discov-
ered by the present author in the early 2000s. It is this inherent importance
(See the comment [33]) that ultimately leads the present author to put the uni-
tary quantum dynamics at the center of the universal quantum computational
models and suggest it as the fundamental and universal quantum-mechanical
principle in nature.
In the past decades the computational performance of a quantum computer
has been extensively investigated. It was shown [10, 3] that the reversible clas-
sical computational models and the quantum Turing machine models can be
as powerful as the irreversible classical computational model. Feynman [8] had
paid attention to the known fact that simulating a quantum system is essentially
difficult on a classical computer, and more importantly he suggested that this
difficulty could be avoided with the help of the principles of quantum mechan-
ics. Feynman′s idea implies that a quantum computer might be more powerful
than a classical computer. An important and essential advance came soon after
the universal quantum Turing machine model [4] was set up. Deutsch proposed
for the first time a quantum algorithm according to the quantum parallel prin-
ciple [4] and then Deutsch and Jozsa [11] generalized the quantum algorithm
to show that a quantum computer indeed can solve a problem in polynomial
time, while a deterministic classical computer can not solve the same problem
in polynomial time. This result also was further confirmed and developed [12].
This is the first remarkable example that the quantum parallel principle based
on the superposition principle of quantum mechanics plays an important role for
a quantum algorithm outperforming essentially its classical counterpart. Soon
after the remarkable work [11] several important quantum algorithms [7, 13,
14] were discovered also based on the quantum parallel principle. They further
show that a quantum computer even can outperform essentially a probabilistic
classical computer. Since then, the quantum parallel principle is considered as
a fundamental rule to guide the design of a quantum algorithm. Many quantum
algorithms [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] have been discovered that can outperform
essentially their classical counterparts under the guidance of the quantum par-
allel principle in the past two decades. Among these quantum algorithms the
polynomial-time quantum algorithms for the prime factorization and discrete
logarithms [14] are one of the important applications of the quantum parallel
principle. These quantum algorithms show that the quantum parallel principle
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indeed makes a great contribution to development of the quantum computa-
tional science in the past two decades. However, at present it is believed that
the quantum parallel principle is not enough powerful to solve many important
problems such as the graph isomorphism problem and most non-Abelian hid-
den subgroup problems [16]. It is believed extensively that these non-Abelian
hidden subgroup problems are not harder than the NP-complete problems [17]
in computational complexity.
Since the oracle-based or black-box-based quantum algorithms [11, 12, 7,
13] were first formulated, a large number of oracle-based quantum algorithms
have been discovered to solve the specific problems on a quantum computer.
An unstructured search problem could be the most important one of these
problems. An unstructured quantum search algorithm has an extensive ap-
plication in practice. In particular, it may be used to solve an NP-complete
problem. It is well known that most important problems in computational sci-
ence are either polynomial-time or NP-complete. The oracle-based quantum
search algorithms have been investigated extensively in the past decades. The
conventional (unstructured) quantum search algorithm (i.e., the Grover′s quan-
tum search algorithm [23]) is the first oracle-based quantum search algorithm
with a square speedup. It is based on the amplitude-amplification mechanism
[23, 24]. Another important quantum search algorithm is the adiabatic quantum
search algorithm [25]. It is based on the continuous-time adiabatic state-transfer
mechanism in a space-independent quantum system [34]. Though these quan-
tum search algorithms are discovered also under the guidance of the quantum
parallel principle, their computational power is far more weak than an exponen-
tial speedup in worst case. Actually, it has been shown that the conventional
quantum search algorithm [23, 24] is square speedup and moreover this square
speedup is optimal [26], and the adiabatic quantum search algorithm is also
square speedup in worst case [27]. More generally, it has been shown that
any oracle-based quantum algorithm to compute a total Boolean function can
achieve only a polynomial speedup over its classical counterpart [28]. Therefore,
all these oracle-based quantum search algorithms are not enough powerful to
solve efficiently the NP-complete problems.
The quantum simulation was initiated by the Feynman′s work [8]. When the
mathematical-logic principles are not considered explicitly, the universal quan-
tum circuit model [5] is reduced to the quantum simulator. A usual quantum
simulation usually does not consider explicitly the mathematical-logic princi-
ples. Thus, it is usually thought of as a purely quantum-mechanical process
instead of a mathematical-sense quantum computation. This results in that a
number of important problems in quantum computation can not be owned by
a conventional quantum simulation. Many fundamental and essential problems
of quantum computation can not be solved by studying alone a conventional
quantum simulation. Based on the Feynman′s ideas several important works
[18] on the quantum simulation have been developed in detail. These works
show that many quantum systems may be simulated efficiently on a quantum
simulator, while they could not be simulated efficiently on a classical computer
or it has not yet been found that there are efficient algorithms to simulate these
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quantum systems on a classical computer. It has been shown [18d] that the
quantum parallel principle still plays an important role for the quantum sim-
ulation outperforming the classical simulation. The Trotter-Suzuki formalism
[19, 20] could provide a unified frame to describe both a conventional quantum
simulation and a classical simulation. It has been shown that it is hard to solve
an unstructured search problem by the quantum simulation [55]. Though the
special unitary quantum simulation may be used to solve an unstructured search
problem in a quantum spin system (or ensemble) [21], it has not yet been proven
that it is both efficient and scale. It also has been shown [22] that most uni-
tary transformations can not be simulated efficiently on a quantum computer.
Hence the quantum simulation could not be enough powerful to solve efficiently
an unstructured search problem.
It has been believed extensively that an NP-complete problem can not be
solved efficiently on a classical computer [17]. It has turned out that a quan-
tum computer is more powerful than a classical computer. Then one of the
most important problems in the quantum computational science is to answer
the question: whether or not a universal quantum computer is capable of solv-
ing an NP-complete problem in polynomial time. As described in the previous
paragraphs, a number of efficient quantum algorithms have been discovered
in the past two decades and most of them are discovered in the frame of the
quantum parallel principle. A detailed review for a variety of quantum algo-
rithms including those mentioned above, the topological quantum algorithms,
the random-walk-based quantum algorithms, etc., may be seen in recent re-
view papers [15d, 15e]. However, no one of these quantum algorithms can show
that a universal quantum computer is able to solve an NP-complete problem in
polynomial time.
Indeed, in the past decades the quantum parallel principle achieves a great
success in guiding construction of the efficient quantum algorithms, but after
examining these existing quantum algorithms, as described above, one may find
that only some special quantum algorithms can achieve an exponential quantum-
computing speedup, which include mainly the Abelian hidden-subgroup-problem
(HSP) quantum algorithms [11 – 15] and some non-Abelian HSP quantum algo-
rithms [16, 15d, 15e]. This shows that the quantum parallel principle is greatly
limited. A question therefore arises whether or not the quantum parallel princi-
ple is really responsible for an essential quantum-computing speedup in quantum
computation. This question will be answered in the paper. This paper is mainly
devoted to studying mechanisms of quantum-computing speedup and especially
exponential quantum-computing speedup in quantum computation. It investi-
gates how the fundamental quantum-mechanical principles and properties affect
computational power of a universal quantum computer. The research in the pa-
per is based on the present author′s works in the past decade and particularly
the polynomial-time unstructured quantum search processes [56].
2. The Symmetric structure and property of direct-
product Hilbert space and the polynomial-time unstruc-
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tured quantum search processes
A quantum algorithm may be constructed generally in the frame of a univer-
sal quantum computational model, but it may be realized in various quantum
systems. It is also possible that a quantum system could be better to realize a
quantum computation than other quantum systems. It seems that difference in
computational power for these quantum systems could not be essential according
to the quantum Church-Turing thesis [4]. However, a universal quantum com-
putational model [4, 5, 6, 7] generally does not consider explicitly whether or not
the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space of a quantum system
to execute a quantum computation may affect essentially quantum computa-
tional performance. Here the Hilbert space may be referred to the Hilbert state
space or its corresponding operator space of a quantum system (the operator
space also is often called the Liouville operator space in a quantum ensemble).
Obviously, a universal quantum computational model allows ones to make use
of the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space to improve the
quantum computational performance [21, 29]. For example, the symmetrical
structure and property of the multiple-quantum operator algebra space [35] has
been used to simplify the unitary quantum simulations in quantum spin systems
or ensembles (See also the present author′s early works [36, 37]). The symmet-
ric structure of the Hilbert space of a quantum system is another fundamental
attribute of quantum mechanics which is different from the unitary quantum
dynamics and the fundamental quantum-state properties. It is the quantum-
computing resource that is not owned by classical computation. It could affect
essentially quantum computational performance. In quantum mechanics [9] this
fundamental attribute is closely related to the basic postulate that the Hilbert
space of a composite quantum system is a direct product of the Hilbert spaces
of the component systems of the composite system. Here it must be emphasized
that symmetric structure of the Hilbert space of a quantum system is different in
concept from pure mathematical symmetric structure of a problem to be solved.
The former belongs to quantum physics, while the latter is of pure mathematics
and does not have an essential effect on quantum computational performance.
Then in quantum computation there are the two essentially different symmetric
structures. One of which is of quantum system (or quantum computer) and
another of a problem to be solved [21a]. In quantum computation one must
explicitly distinguish the two essentially different symmetric structures from
each other. As a typical instance, in quantum computation a hidden subgroup
(HS) problem [13, 14, 15, 16] may be defined according to the symmetric struc-
ture of a specific group, e.g., an Abelian group or a non-abelian group, but
it is still a pure mathematical problem. Its group symmetric structure is in-
dependent of any detailed physical computational model. Hence it is different
from any symmetric structure of the Hilbert space of the quantum system that
is used as a quantum computer to solve the HS problem. It does not affect
essentially quantum computational performance of the quantum computer. An-
other typical example is a structured search problem in quantum computation.
The mathematical symmetric structure of a structured search problem is differ-
ent from any symmetric structure of the Hilbert space of the quantum system
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used to solve the search problem. It does not affect essentially the quantum-
searching speedup. Thus, just like an unstructured quantum search algorithm,
a structured quantum search algorithm only can achieve a square speedup with
respect to its classical counterpart [38]. Researchers could confuse the mathe-
matical symmetric structure of a mathematical or computational problem with
that one of the Hilbert space of the quantum system used to solve the prob-
lem. Sometimes this is because the two symmetric structures are in the same
Hilbert space in quantum computation. A typical example may be seen in the
conventional unstructured quantum search algorithm [23, 24], where the search
space of the unstructured search problem is directly taken as the Hilbert space
of the n−qubit quantum system used to solve the search problem. It has been
extensively investigated [13, 14, 15, 16] how a quantum computer could solve
efficiently the HS problems that have the specific group symmetric structures.
However, here it is investigated how the symmetric structure and property of
the Hilbert space of a quantum system may affect or even improve essentially
computational performance of any quantum computational process running in
the quantum system to solve a problem that could have some purely math-
ematical symmetric structure. It is clear that the two investigations are two
completely different things.
A conventional quantum search algorithm usually works in an n−qubit spin
system. Such a spin system has a typical tensor product (or direct product)
symmetric structure in its Hilbert space. It has been shown that such a tensor-
product symmetric structure is not necessary to achieve a square speedup for a
conventional quantum search algorithm [39]. That is, the square speedup has
nothing to do with the symmetric structure of the tensor-product Hilbert space
of the n−qubit spin system. However, it is shown below that the symmetric
structure of the tensor-product Hilbert space is necessary for a polynomial-time
unstructured quantum search process. In a usual quantum search algorithm
the search space for an unstructured search problem is usually taken as the
Hilbert space of a quantum system. From the point of view of pure mathemat-
ics the search space is unstructured, while from the point of view of quantum
mechanics the Hilbert space that serves as the search space may be structured
or unstructured, which is dependent on the quantum system. Here researchers
should pay attention to the fact that the symmetric structure of the search
space may be different from that one of the Hilbert space. The former origi-
nates from the search problem or the search algorithm, while the latter is of
the quantum system (or the quantum computer). However, if one ignores any
possible symmetric structure of the Hilbert space, then the Hilbert space may
be treated as an unstructured space even if it is a tensor-product Hilbert space
of an n−qubit spin system. This means that in quantum computation there is
no way to reduce the exponentially large search space [54] to a polynomially
small search space [54] for an unstructured search problem and there is no way
to reduce the unstructured quantum search process to a structured one unless
the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space is considered explic-
itly. The conventional quantum search algorithms [23, 24] and the adiabatic
quantum search algorithms [25] do not consider explicitly the symmetric struc-
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ture and property of the Hilbert space. They have an exponentially large search
space, resulting in that they cannot achieve an exponential quantum-searching
speedup. In fact, a conventional quantum search algorithm [23, 24] can achieve
only a square speedup [26] and the adiabatic quantum search algorithm [25] also
achieves only a square speedup in the worst case [27]. Therefore, there is no
way to improve essentially these quantum search algorithms (See, Refs. [26, 27])
unless the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space is considered
explicitly. Furthermore, it will be seen later that even if the symmetric struc-
ture and property of the Hilbert space of an n−qubit spin system is considered
explicitly, these usual quantum search algorithms [23, 24, 25] that work in the
spin system could not be improved essentially.
If there exists the proper symmetric structure and property in the Hilbert
space, then there exists a possibility that the symmetric structure and property
of the Hilbert space could affect essentially an unstructured quantum search pro-
cess and could be exploited to speed up the quantum search process [21, 29]. One
might image intuitively that the unstructured search process could be reduced
to some structured quantum search process due to the effect of the symmetric
structure and property of the Hilbert space on the unstructured search process,
resulting in that the unstructured search process is sped up. The problem is that
the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space is independent of any
mathematical logic principles including the mathematical symmetric structure
of the unstructured search problem. How can the symmetric structure and prop-
erty of the Hilbert space affect the unstructured search process? There must
exist the quantum-mechanical principle to bring together both the symmetric
structure and property of the Hilbert space and the mathematical logic princi-
ples of the search problem. Otherwise the symmetric structure and property of
the Hilbert space could not affect essentially the quantum search process. This
fundamental quantum-mechanical principle is the unitary quantum dynamics.
The importance inherent in the quantum-computing speedup for the unitary
quantum dynamics is that the unitary quantum dynamics is able to build the ef-
fective interaction between the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert
space of a quantum system and the mathematical logic principles of a problem
to be solved on the quantum system. Whether or not this possibility that the
symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space could affect essentially
an unstructured search process can become real is completely dependent on the
unitary quantum dynamics. Therefore, there are the two fundamental quantum-
mechanical principles to help an unstructured quantum search process to bypass
the square speedup limitation. One of which is the unitary quantum dynamics
in time and space. Another is the symmetric structure and property of the
Hilbert space of a quantum system. In the past decade around the present au-
thor has investigated extensively how the two fundamental quantum-mechanical
principles can improve essentially the computational performance of a quantum
search process. These two fundamental quantum-mechanical principles lead to
that there are polynomial-time unstructured quantum search processes in quan-
tum computation [56]. These quantum search processes may be used to solve the
NP−complete problems in polynomial time, indicating that in computational
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complexity there is the relation NP = P on a universal quantum computer. A
polynomial-time quantum search process [56] consists of the two different parts
in structure. The first part [21, 29, 37, 35] is to realize dynamically an efficient
reduction from the exponentially large Hilbert space that serves as the unstruc-
tured search space to the polynomially small state subspace (or state subset)
of the Hilbert space in which the quantum states carry the information of the
component states of the marked state of the unstructured search problem. This
part is realized on the basis of both the unitary quantum dynamics and the
symmetric structure and property of the tensor-product Hilbert space. The sec-
ond part is to realize an exponential quantum-state-difference amplification. It
is really an inverse process of the unitary dynamical state-locking process [30].
An exponential quantum-state-difference amplification usually could be realized
in the time- and space-dependent quantum system of a single atom motioning
in time and space. Therefore, the second part is realized on the basis of the
unitary quantum dynamics in time and space.
In a polynomial-time quantum search process the symmetric structure and
property of the tensor-product Hilbert space of an n−qubit (or more generally
n−partite) composite quantum system has to be considered explicitly, while this
consideration is not necessary in a conventional quantum search algorithm. This
leads to that there is an essential difference in theory between a polynomial-time
quantum search process and both the conventional quantum search algorithms
[23, 24] and the adiabatic quantum search algorithm [25]. A usual quantum
search algorithm [23, 24] may be generally written as
|ΨSf 〉 = UkCS(θk)Uk−1CS(θk−1)...U1CS(θ1)|Ψ0〉 → |S〉, (1)
where CS(θk) is a general reversible oracle operation selectively applying to
the solution state |S〉 to the unstructured search problem. The solution to the
search problem can be obtained directly from the solution state |S〉. The solu-
tion state also is called the marked state of the search problem. An adiabatic
quantum search algorithm also may be efficiently reduced to the unitary quan-
tum circuit (1) [27a]. This quantum search algorithm (1) consists of the two
types of unitary operations. One of which is the oracle operations {CS(θk)},
here each oracle operation may be implemented by the reversible operation se-
quence CS(θk) = UfV (θk)Uf consisting of the two oracle functional operations
Uf and a conditional phase shift operation V (θk) [21a]. Another consists of the
known unitary operations {Uk}. The reversible oracle operations {CS(θk)} in
(1) are independent on any symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert
space that serves as the search space. The known unitary operations {Uk}
could be constructed according to the symmetric structure of the Hilbert space,
but they also may be built up without considering the symmetric structure
of the Hilbert space [39, 24]. Therefore, it may be thought that the quantum
search algorithm is independent on any symmetric structure and property of the
Hilbert space. Then this means that the search space of the quantum search
algorithm is not essentially different from the unstructured search space of the
search problem, even though it is just taken as the tensor-product Hilbert space
of the n−qubit spin system. The final state |ΨSf 〉 in (1) is required to be close
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to the solution state |S〉 or to contain the solution state in a high probability
close to 100%, so that the solution state can be found by quantum measuring
the final state |ΨSf 〉. This directly leads to that number of the oracle operations
in (1) (or equivalently the oracle functional operations) needs to take O(
√
N)
[23, 24]. On the other hand, a classical search algorithm needs to evaluate the
oracle function O(N) times to determine the solution S that corresponds to
the solution state |S〉 in a quantum search algorithm. Therefore, in comparison
with the classical search algorithm the quantum search algorithm (1) achieves
only a square speedup. This is the square speedup limitation on a conventional
quantum search algorithm. It has been shown that the quantum search algo-
rithm (1) obeys generally the square speedup limitation [26, 27], here the oracle
operation in (1) may be taken as a general one CS(θk) with variable angle θk
or the special one CS(pi) with the fixed angle pi.
In a polynomial-time quantum search process the efficient reduction from
the exponentially large search space to some polynomially small subspace of the
Hilbert space is carried out by the unitary quantum circuit:
|Ψf 〉 = UkCS(θk)Uk−1CS(θk−1)...U1CS(θ1)|Ψ0〉 →
∑
L 6=S
BSL |L〉. (2)
This quantum circuit is completely the same as that one of (1) in form. How-
ever, in the final superposition state |Ψf〉 of the quantum circuit (2) there is
not the solution state |S〉 or the solution state |S〉 can be neglected with respect
to the other states. This is essentially different from the usual quantum search
algorithm (1). This is also a necessary condition to realize a reduction from the
exponentially large search space to a polynomially small one. Only when this
necessary condition is met, can the exponentially large search space be possibly
reduced to a polynomially small subspace. In fact, if there is the solution state
|S〉 in the final state |Ψf 〉, then the search space is always exponentially large,
because the solution state |S〉 can be any quantum state of the exponentially
large search space. Because the amplitude of the solution state |S〉 is zero or
negligible in the final state |Ψf 〉, there is not the square speedup limitation
on the quantum circuit (2) that is used to realize the search-space reduction.
Therefore, the quantum circuit (2) could be realized efficiently. Because there
is not the solution state |S〉 in the final state, the original search space of the
unstructured search problem and its symmetric structure disappear. This is a
necessary condition for a quantum search process to be able to solve an unstruc-
tured search problem in polynomial time. The usual quantum search algorithm
(1) still works in the original unstructured search space. It is not able to solve
an unstructured search problem in polynomial time. Now one may ask whether
or not the information of the solution state |S〉 also disappears. Actually, the
information of the solution state |S〉 is transferred to those quantum states {|L〉}
with |L〉 6= |S〉 (or their amplitudes {BSL}) of the Hilbert space of the quantum
system that serves as the search space. It is clear that the final state |Ψf 〉 does
not carry the information of the solution state as a whole but the information
of the component states of the solution state. By comparing the two quantum
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circuits (1) and (2) with each other one can see that there exist the two ex-
treme cases. One extreme case is that the final state |ΨSf 〉 in (1) is completely
the solution state |S〉 for a usual quantum search algorithm. Another is that
the final state |Ψf 〉 in (2) does not contain the solution state |S〉 at all for the
search-space reduction in a polynomial-time quantum search process. This re-
sult is very surprising. For a long time researchers have made continuously a
great effort to amplify maximally the amplitude of the solution state |S〉 with
the minimum number of the oracle operations in a quantum search algorithm.
However, the successful direction to solve efficiently the unstructured search
problem may be the opposite direction to the amplitude amplification of the
solution state.
In a polynomial-time quantum search process the original unstructured search
space and its symmetric structure are first eliminated so that they cannot affect
effectively the quantum search process. At the same time the information of
the component states of the solution state is transferred to the tensor-product
Hilbert space of the quantum system. Here the tensor-product symmetric struc-
ture of the Hilbert space is of crucial importance, because without the tensor-
product symmetric structure the information of the component states will not be
smoothly transferred into the Hilbert space. Because the information treatment
for the component states is the main task in a polynomial-time quantum search
process, the unitary operations, excitations, and processes in the component
systems of the quantum system are more important in the quantum search pro-
cess. This could be different from a usual quantum search algorithm, where the
information treatment for a quantum state as a whole is the main task. Unitar-
ily manipulating the oracle operations (or the oracle functional operations) [21,
29] is necessary to realize the transfer of information of the component states
of the solution state from the original search space into the Hilbert space of
the quantum system. This is essentially different from a usual quantum search
algorithm [23, 24, 25]. Unitarily manipulating a functional operation which is
not an oracle operation is also very important in quantum computing [40]. It
is generally required in quantum computation that unitary manipulation and
control obey the mathematical logic principles of a problem such as the unstruc-
tured search problem. This is different from conventional unitary manipulation
and control in quantum mechanics. The symmetric structure and property of
the Hilbert space must be considered explicitly in the unitary manipulation in a
polynomial-time quantum search process, resulting in that the unitary manip-
ulation is performed mainly in the component systems of the quantum system.
Therefore, although both the quantum circuits (1) and (2) are the same in form,
they are essentially different from each other. On the one hand, because the
mathematical logic principles have to be obeyed, both the quantum circuits
(1) and (2) must contain the same reversible oracle functional operations. On
the other hand, the known unitary operations {Uk} in (2) which are purely
quantum-mechanical can not be taken as arbitrary unitary operators, because
they are used for the purposeful unitary manipulation on the oracle operations,
and thus, they are unlike those known unitary operations in (1) which are also
purely quantum-mechanical. It is this purposeful unitary manipulation that is
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used to suppress or even cancel the effect of the original search space and its
symmetric structure on the quantum search process and at the same time realize
the transfer of information of the component states. Here the mutual coopera-
tion between the reversible oracle operations and the known unitary operations
in the frame of the unitary quantum dynamics reflects the importance of coop-
eration between the mathematical logic principles of a problem to be solved and
the quantum-mechanical principles in quantum computation.
Though the original search space and its symmetric structure disappear and
there does not exist the square speedup limitation on the quantum circuit (2) of
the search-space reduction, these could not guarantee that the new search space,
i.e., the Hilbert space is not exponentially large for the unstructured search
problem. For example, the solution state could disappear apparently, and it
could be changed merely from one form to another. At present it is unclear in
what conditions the Hilbert space is not exponentially large for the unstructured
search problem. However, it is essential for the transfer of information of the
component states of the solution state from the original search space into the
Hilbert space. This is because the Hilbert space has a tensor-product symmetric
structure. The symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space could be
exploited to suppress or even cancel the effect of the symmetric structure of the
original search space on the quantum search process. More importantly one may
make use of the symmetric structure and property of the tensor-product Hilbert
space to help solving the unstructured search problem [21, 37, 29]. Information
of all these component states of the solution state contains the information of
the solution state as a whole. If the information of all these component states
is extracted from the Hilbert space, then the solution state can be determined
completely. Therefore, extracting the information of all these component states
is really equivalent to solving the unstructured search problem. Around ten
years ago [21] the present author attempted to extract directly the information
of these component states from the Hilbert space of an n−qubit spin system.
The problem for the scheme is that either the information transfer is inefficient
(the main one) or the information of all these component states is distributed in
the whole Hilbert space which is exponentially large, resulting in that it is hard
to extract the information or it needs to take an exponential time to extract
the information. Thus, this scheme may be useful only to solve a small-scale
search problem [21]. The key strategy to solve the problem is to make use of the
symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space to help extraction of the
information of these component states [21, 37, 29]. According to this strategy a
crucial method to solve the problem is with the aid of the symmetric structure
and property of the multiple-quantum operator spaces of a spin system [21a]
which also is a Hilbert operator space. With the help of the symmetric structure
and property the information of the component states of the solution state is
dynamically transferred to a small state subspace (or state subset) or even a
polynomially small state subspace (or state subset) of the Hilbert space, and
at the same time the solution state disappears. Here the polynomially small
subspace stores only the information of the component states of the solution
state and it does not contain the information of the solution state as a whole.
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After this information transfer it may be thought that the original unstructured
search space is reduced to the polynomially small subspace of the Hilbert space.
Dynamically this reduction may be efficiently realized by unitarily manipulating
the oracle operations in the component systems of the quantum system [21, 29].
Here emphasize that dynamically the unitary manipulation must be explicitly
applied to the component states of the solution state, so that the information
transfer can be realized at the same time. This efficient reduction is one of
the two key steps to solve the unstructured search problem in polynomial time.
It simplifies greatly the extraction of the information of the component states.
However, it is still hard to solve the unstructured search problem. This is
because amplitude of the quantum state carrying the information of the compo-
nent states is exponentially small in the polynomially small subspace, resulting
in that extraction of the information is still hard. The amplitude is even ex-
ponentially smaller than the counterpart in a usual quantum search algorithm.
This could be the price for the efficient reduction from the original unstructured
search space to the polynomially small subspace of the Hilbert space. In order to
extract efficiently the information of the component states in the polynomially
small subspace one needs to use the exponential quantum-state-difference am-
plification [30, 56], which the present author spends the last five years to set up.
This exponential quantum-state-difference amplification is extremely powerful.
It is another key step to solve the unstructured search problem in polynomial
time.
As stated before, there are two fundamental quantum-mechanical principles
to help an unstructured quantum search process to bypass the square speedup
limitation. One of which is the symmetric structure and property of the tensor-
product Hilbert space of a quantum system. It has been discussed in detail
above. Another is the unitary quantum dynamics in time and space. A quan-
tum system like a spin system is simpler to realize a quantum computation. Its
time evolution process may be described simply by a space-independent unitary
quantum dynamics. Today most efficient quantum algorithms are constructed
based on the quantum system. From the point of view of unitary manipula-
tion such a quantum system has only one manipulating freedom degree of the
internal motion of the system. On the other hand, a quantum system such as
a single atom motioning in time and space has not only the internal (electron
or spin) motion but also the center-of-mass motion in space. Its time evolution
process has to be described by a time- and space-dependent unitary quantum
dynamics. Both the polynomial-time unstructured quantum search processes
[56] and the reversible and unitary halting protocol [30] are realized in a time-
and space-dependent quantum system. Such a quantum system is far more
complicated than a spin system, but it may be much more useful in the unitary
manipulation to realize the unitary dynamical state-locking process [30, 41, 42,
43] and the exponential quantum-state-difference amplification [30, 56]. From
the point of view of unitary manipulation a time- and space-dependent quan-
tum system may have two or more independent manipulating freedom degrees.
In particular, a single atom motioning in time and space is one of the simplest
time- and space-dependent quantum systems. It has two independent manipu-
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lating freedom degrees. One of which is the atomic internal motion and another
the atomic center-of-mass motion. A single atom that has both the independent
manipulating freedom degrees may be used to realize the quantum-state-level
mutual cooperation between both the atomic internal and center-of-mass mo-
tions. Here realization for the quantum-state-level mutual cooperation needs to
manipulate unitarily the discrete atomic internal motion, the atomic center-of-
mass motion, and the coupling between the atomic internal and center-of-mass
motions [30, 41, 42, 43]. Such quantum-state-level mutual cooperation plays the
key role in realizing the unitary dynamical state-locking process [30]. In general,
a unitary dynamical state-locking process may be defined simply and intuitively
as a unitary process that transforms simultaneously two (or more) very distin-
guishable quantum states (e.g., a pair of orthogonal states) to two (or more)
indistinguishable quantum states (e.g., a pair of non-orthogonal states) whose
difference may be arbitrarily small. A unitary dynamical state-locking process
may be used to realize the reversible and unitary halting protocol [30]. The
essential difference between a unitary dynamical state-locking process and a
conventional unitary process (or operation) may be seen intuitively through the
following typical instance. Consider that a single atom in a harmonic poten-
tial field is in the product state |sk〉|Ψ(x, t0)〉. Here the discrete atomic internal
state |sk〉 may be either |0〉 or |1〉 and the atomic center-of-mass motional state
|Ψ(x, t0)〉 may be the ground state of a harmonic oscillator, which is a Gaus-
sian wave-packet state. Now the two orthogonal internal states |0〉 and |1〉 may
be transformed to the desired internal state |0〉 simultaneously in a probabil-
ity close to unity by the unitary dynamical state-locking process UDSL in this
single-atomic system [30, 56],
UDSL|sk〉|Ψ(x, t0)〉 → {ρ(sk)|0〉+ exp[iγ(sk)]
√
1− |ρ(sk)|2|1〉}|Ψ(x, t0)〉, (3)
where |ρ(sk)|2 is the probability that the internal state |sk〉 with sk = 0 or
1 is changed to the desired state |0〉 and exp[iγ(sk)] is a phase factor. The
unitary dynamical state-locking process (3) may be realized efficiently. The
minimum one of the two different probability values {|ρ(sk)|2} in (3) is defined
as Pmin = min{|ρ(0)|2, |ρ(1)|2}. The unitary dynamical state-locking process
is essentially different from a usual unitary process (or operation) in that the
minimum probability Pmin (Pmin < 1) can be made infinitely close to unity
without destroying the unitarity of the process [30, 56]! This extremely im-
portant property leads to that a unitary dynamical state-locking process and
its inverse process together can realize an exponential quantum-state-difference
amplification and hence an efficient quantum search process becomes possible.
A quantum-state-difference amplification is just the inverse process of a uni-
tary dynamical state-locking process such as (3). An exponential quantum-
state-difference amplification means that the inverse process of a unitary dy-
namical state-locking process such as (3) can be realized in polynomial time even
when the difference between both the non-orthogonal states on the right-hand
side of (3) is exponentially small. As a typical example, on the right-hand side
of (3) both the non-orthogonal states |0〉 and A(|0〉+2−n|1〉) (the normalization
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constant A ≈ 1 for the qubit number n >> 1) whose difference is exponentially
small may be transformed simultaneously to the two orthogonal states |0〉 and
|1〉 by the exponential quantum-state-difference amplification of (3) in poly-
nomial time, respectively. This illustrates that an exponential quantum-state-
difference amplification is extremely powerful to distinguish two non-orthogonal
states unambiguously. Can an exponential quantum-state-difference amplifica-
tion help to solve efficiently an unstructured search problem? Consider the two
non-orthogonal states |ΨSk 〉 and |Ψ0k〉 [26b, 26c] that are created via the quan-
tum circuit (1) of a usual quantum search algorithm and its modified version
without containing any oracle operations, respectively,
|ΨSk 〉 = UkCS(θk)Uk−1CS(θk−1)...U1CS(θ1)|Ψ0〉,
|Ψ0k〉 = UkUk−1...U1|Ψ0〉,
here the oracle number k =poly(n). Clearly only the state |ΨSk 〉 contains the in-
formation of the solution state |S〉. In most cases both the known state |Ψ0k〉 and
the unknown state |ΨSk 〉 have an exponentially small difference [26]. If both the
non-orthogonal states |Ψ0k〉 and |ΨSk 〉 could be transformed to their correspond-
ing orthogonal states by an exponential quantum-state-difference amplification
in polynomial time, then one would be able to distinguish unambiguously the
state |ΨSk 〉 from the state |Ψ0k〉, leading to that the solution state |S〉 could be
found and the unstructured search problem could be solved efficiently. However,
as stated below, there is a constraint on the power of an exponential quantum-
state-difference amplification. In fact, a unitary dynamical state-locking pro-
cess can be realized in polynomial time only for polynomially many quantum
states of the Hilbert space. It is not able to transform simultaneously all the
quantum states of the exponentially large Hilbert space into their correspond-
ing non-orthogonal states whose differences can be made exponentially small
in polynomial time. This directly leads to that an exponential quantum-state-
difference amplification is not capable of distinguishing all the quantum states
from one another in the exponentially large Hilbert space. This constraint on
the power of an exponential quantum-state-difference amplification results in
that one is not able to use an exponential quantum-state-difference amplifi-
cation to distinguish unambiguously the unknown state |ΨSk 〉 from the known
state |Ψ0k〉, because the unknown state |ΨSk 〉 is of the exponentially large search
space. This leads to that the unstructured search problem can not be solved effi-
ciently, and this result does not destroy the square speedup limitation. Whether
or not the exponentially large search space can be reduced to a polynomially
small state subspace (or subset) in polynomial time therefore is essential for a
polynomial-time unstructured quantum search process, because only when this
efficient search-space reduction can be realized via the quantum circuit (2), can
an exponential quantum-state-difference amplification be possibly available for
exponentially speeding up the quantum search process.
The unitary quantum dynamics has the unique ability to build the effective
interaction between the symmetric structure and property of the tensor-product
Hilbert space of a quantum system (or the quantum mechanical principles) and
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the mathematical symmetric structure of a problem to be solved on the quan-
tum system (or the mathematical logic principles). It is this effective interaction
that can be used to realize efficiently the information transfer from one form, i.e,
the information of the solution state as a whole to another, i.e., the information
of the component states of the solution state, and from the exponentially large
search space of the unstructured search problem to a polynomially small sub-
space (or subset) of the tensor-product Hilbert space of the quantum system.
Thus, the effective interaction is essentially important to realize a polynomial-
time quantum search process. This fact reflects the inherent importance for the
unitary quantum dynamics to speed up a quantum computation. On the other
hand, an exponential quantum-state difference amplification, another part of
the polynomial-time quantum search process, is also constructed based on the
unitary quantum dynamics in time and space. Therefore, both the unitary quan-
tum dynamics and the symmetric structure and property of the tensor-product
Hilbert space of a quantum system are responsible for the exponential speedup
of a polynomial-time quantum search process. This mechanism for exponential
quantum-searching speedup also is very important to understand the essence of
exponential speedup of other efficient quantum algorithms.
3. The unitary quantum dynamics and the universal
quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computa-
tion
The unitary quantum simulation of nuclear spin systems or ensembles has
been studied extensively by the present author [36, 35, 37], which is related to
the author′s research on the nuclear spin dynamics in the early 1990s. The uni-
tary quantum dynamics has guided the author to construct the quantum search
processes in the past decade, although the constructed quantum search process
evolves from one form to another [21, 37, 29, 30]. It also leads the author to dis-
cover the polynomial-time quantum search processes [56]. As described above,
it plays the central role in constructing a polynomial-time quantum search pro-
cess. Therefore, the unitary quantum dynamics is closely related to a quantum-
computing speedup. However, the inherent importance for the unitary quantum
dynamics to speed up a quantum computation was not revealed until these ex-
traordinarily fast quantum algorithms [21, 32] are discovered by the present
author in the early 2000s (See also the comment [33]). Since then, the uni-
tary quantum dynamics including the time- and space-dependent one has been
considered by the author as the fundamental and universal principle to con-
duct research, construction, and realization of a quantum computational process
[21, 32, 40, 37, 29, 30, 41, 42, 43], although it has been suspected extensively
that the unitary quantum dynamics is a fundamental principle in macroscopic
world. The principle states explicitly that both a closed quantum system and its
quantum ensemble obey the same unitary quantum dynamics. Here the closed
quantum system is referred to a pure-state system whose density operator ρ sat-
isfies Tr(ρ2) = 1, while its quantum ensemble satisfies Tr(ρ2) < 1. It should be
pointed out that a polynomial-time quantum search process [56] is constructed
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in a pure-state quantum system and it has nothing to do with a quantum ensem-
ble. But according to this fundamental and universal principle the mechanism
for exponential quantum-searching speedup could be generally applicable not
only in a pure-state quantum system but also in a quantum ensemble. In turn,
if this exponential speedup mechanism is generally available [21, 32, 40, 33, 56]
(See also the comment [48]), then this could indicate strongly that the unitary
quantum dynamics is the fundamental and universal principle not only in a
closed pure-state quantum system but also in a closed quantum ensemble al-
though it has been suspected extensively that the unitary quantum dynamics
is a fundamental principle in a macroscopic physical system [47]. This problem
will be further discussed later. Below it will be shown that the unitary quantum
dynamics in quantum mechanics is the universal quantum driving force to speed
up a quantum computation.
A universal quantum computational model [4, 5, 6, 7] obeys the three fun-
damental principles (or properties): (i) the unitary quantum dynamics, (ii)
the mathematical-logic principles, and (iii) the quantum-state description as-
sociated with a variety of fundamental quantum-state properties. According to
quantum mechanics [9] the first principle (i) is naturally compatible with the
third one (iii) in a quantum system to execute a quantum computation. On the
other hand, it may be considered that the first principle (i) is compatible with
the second principle (ii) in the sense that every reversible mathematical-logic
operation in a quantum computation may be replaced with a discrete unitary
operation. This consideration is based on both the reversible classical computa-
tional models [2] and the quantum Turing machine models [3]. However, there
is a problem that the second principle (ii) may not be always compatible with
the third one (iii) in a quantum computation in a universal quantum compu-
tational model. The mathematical logic principles of a problem to be solved
put a constraint on the unitary quantum dynamics and also the possible ap-
plication of the quantum-state properties in a quantum computation. If in a
quantum computation one makes use of the quantum-state properties of a quan-
tum system which may be a pure-state system or a mixed-state ensemble, then
there could meet a conflict between the mathematical logic principles and the
quantum-state properties of the quantum system in the quantum computation.
In fact, such an inherent conflict is quite general in a quantum computational
process that needs to perform many different reversible (mathematical-logic)
functional operations in the Hilbert space of a quantum system with a fixed
number of qubits. For example, the unitary manipulation on functional oper-
ations in a quantum computational process needs to perform many reversible
functional operations. Note that this conflict is independent of any quantum
measurement. Hence it is within the universal quantum computational models
under study at present. It is different from the inherent conflicts early found [44,
45] due to the quantum measurement in the halting operation in the universal
quantum Turing machine model [4]. However, all these conflicts inherent in the
universal quantum computational models can not lead to that one of the three
fundamental principles as stated above is more essential than the two other
principles in a quantum computation and especially in speeding up a quantum
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computation. In particular, from these conflicts one is not able to deduce that
the unitary quantum dynamics is in the priority position in a universal quantum
computational model with respect to the mathematical-logic principles and the
fundamental quantum-state properties. Actually, a universal quantum computa-
tional model itself is not able to decide which one of these fundamental principles
is more essential than the others in a quantum computation. It is not yet able
to resolve its inherent conflict problems by itself. Resolving these problems has
to be based on the quantum-computing speedup theory.
Here, using the quantum measurement to do a quantum computation is con-
sidered to be beyond the universal quantum computational models under study
at present. It is not discussed in the paper. A universal quantum computational
model should be inherently consistent. One of the reasons why here the quantum
measurement is not included in these universal quantum computational models
is that too many conflicts will be generated among these fundamental principles
if the quantum measurement is added to these universal quantum computa-
tional models. As an example, in the universal quantum Turing machine model
[4] both the unitary computational process and the quantum parallel principle
tend to conflict with the halting operation [44, 30, 45] which is really involved
in the quantum measurement. For simplicity, the relativistic effect and the
decoherence effect of a quantum system are not yet considered in the paper.
A quantum-computing speedup theory studies mainly the mechanisms of
quantum-computing speedup and especially exponential quantum-computing
speedup. A quantum-computing speedup is used to measure the computational
power difference between quantum computation and classical computation when
both a quantum algorithm and the best classical algorithm solve a same com-
putational problem. A reasonable quantum-computing speedup theory should
satisfy some necessary conditions including: (a) It is able to provide reason-
able mechanisms of exponential quantum-computing speedup for the discovered
polynomial-time quantum algorithms; (b) It may lead to that a universal quan-
tum computational model is inherently consistent; (c) It should respect the
fundamental and universal principle, i.e., the unitary quantum dynamics; (d) It
is able to guide construction and realization of a quantum algorithm and espe-
cially an efficient quantum algorithm. Here it is required that the condition (c)
be satisfied mainly because the unitary quantum dynamics plays the central role
in constructing a polynomial-time quantum search process. It also seems reason-
able to require that the quantum-computing speedup theory be consistent with
the quantum parallel principle in explaining the exponential speedup for the
existing efficient quantum algorithms. The conditions (a) and (c) are in the pri-
ority position because a quantum-computing speedup theory studies mainly the
mechanisms of quantum-computing speedup. It seems reasonable and natural
that in the quantum-computing speedup theory the unitary quantum dynamics
is positioned at the center of a universal quantum computational model. How-
ever, it is impossible to show that the unitary quantum dynamics is superior to
the two other fundamental principles (or properties) within a universal quan-
tum computational model. The unitarity of the physical process of a quantum
computation is a necessary but not sufficient condition to set up a universal
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quantum computational model, because unitarity of a pure quantum physical
process does not ensure that the mathematical-logic principles are naturally
satisfied in the process. The mathematical-logic reversibility is also a necessary
but not sufficient condition to set up a universal quantum computational model,
because it can only ensure the reversibility of a computation in mathematical
logic but not the unitarity of the physical process of the computation. There-
fore, a microscopic physical process may obey the mathematical-logic principles
or may not, although it obeys the unitary quantum dynamics. From the point of
view of computational performance it seems that the quantum-state properties
are even more important for a quantum computation to outperform a classical
computation, and this has been supported by the investigation on the compu-
tational performance of a universal quantum computational model in the past
two decades.
There are several important reasons why the unitary quantum dynamics
should be put at the heart of a universal quantum computational model in the
quantum-computing speedup theory. First of all, it is clear that such a theory
respects the fundamental and universal principle, i.e., the unitary quantum dy-
namics and puts the principle in the priority position in a universal quantum
computational model. Next, if one puts the unitary quantum dynamics at the
heart of a universal quantum computational model, then the conflict between
the second (ii) and third (iii) principles as stated above may be avoided. Ob-
viously, there is not such a conflict for a pure unitary quantum simulation. The
conflict is met only when a quantum computation is carried out. Now suppose
that a computational problem is solved by a quantum computational process
on a quantum computer. Then the mathematical logic principles that the prob-
lem obeys must be carried out in a reversible or unitary form in the quantum
computational process. Since the unitary quantum dynamics is in the priority
position, the quantum-state properties that can be used in the computational
process have to be suitably constrained so that both the unitary quantum dy-
namics and the mathematical logic principles are satisfied at the same time in
the computational process. This really means that there is not any conflict in
the computational process. Therefore, the quantum-computing speedup theory
immediately results in a fundamental rule to guide construction and realiza-
tion of a quantum algorithm in a universal quantum computational model that
a quantum computational process obeys the unitary quantum dynamics and
is compatible with the mathematical logic principles in a reversible or unitary
form. This fundamental rule has been used by the present author to guide
research, construction, and realization of a quantum computational process in
the past years [21a, 29]. It is also the basic starting point of the present work.
Another particularly important reason is discussed below that is relevant to the
realization of mathematical logic principles in quantum computation.
A computation is to use a physical device (or computer) to treat a computa-
tional task (or problem) according to a specific set of fundamental mathematical-
logic operation rules. In the computation the mathematical logic principles
that the problem obeys also are carried out by a specific set of fundamental
mathematical-logic operation rules. In the classical Turing machine models [31]
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these fundamental mathematical-logic operation rules are realized in irreversible
form, while in the reversible classical computational models [2] these fundamen-
tal operation rules are implemented in reversible form. In these classical com-
putational models these fundamental operation rules have to be obeyed strictly
during a computation and hence these fundamental mathematical-logic opera-
tions are not allowed to be manipulated. In the quantum Turing machine models
[3] the fundamental mathematical-logic operation rules are realized in unitary
form. Just like the reversible classical computational models, the quantum
Turing machine models do not allow these fundamental mathematical-logic op-
erations to be manipulated. Similarly, in the universal quantum computational
models [4, 5, 6, 7] it is still required that these fundamental mathematical-logic
operation rules be strictly performed in reversible or unitary form. In fact,
there is the most basic requirement for any computational model that funda-
mental mathematical-logic operation rules be strictly and correctly carried out
in a computation. This directly leads to that the mathematical logic princi-
ples of a problem to be solved have to be satisfied in a reversible or unitary
form in a quantum computation in a universal quantum computational model
[21a, 29]. A universal quantum computational model usually does not yet allow
these fundamental mathematical-logic operations to be manipulated. However,
there is something more than the fundamental mathematical-logic operation
rules in a general quantum computational process. There could exist a possi-
bility to manipulate unitarily the mathematical-logic operations of a problem
to be solved in a universal quantum computational model if purely quantum-
mechanical operations, excitations, and processes and so on are allowed to use
in the universal quantum computational model and the unitary manipulation
does not destroy the mathematical-logic principles that the problem obeys. Here
these purely quantum-mechanical operations, excitations, or processes need not
obey the fundamental mathematical-logic operation rules, but they obey merely
the quantum-mechanical principles. The quantum-computing speedup theory
also studies how these purely quantum-mechanical operations, excitations, or
processes manipulate the mathematical-logic operations to speed up a quantum
computation. It bridges the gap between quantum computation and purely
quantum-mechanical quantum simulation.
In general, mathematical-logic principles including mathematical symmetri-
cal structures of a problem to be solved do not affect essentially computational
performance, because they are independent on a detailed physical computa-
tional model. A similar viewpoint also may be seen in Refs. [4, 5]. More
intuitively, a computational problem is independent of a computer. Thus, it is
impossible that the mathematical-logic principles that the problem obeys are
able to affect essentially computational performance of the computer. Though
these mathematical logic principles can not affect essentially the computational
performance, the computational process to solve the problem has to obey these
mathematical logic principles [21a] no matter whether the computer is clas-
sical or quantum. Thus, a quantum-computing speedup to solve a problem
makes sense only when the mathematical-logic principles of the problem are
first obeyed in a quantum computational process. Of course, the mathematical-
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logic principles also are obeyed in a classical computational process to solve the
same problem. However, here emphasizes the quantum computational process
because a quantum-computing speedup is determined alone by the quantum
physical laws. Why a quantum-computing speedup is determined only by the
quantum physical laws? Computational powers for the classical and quantum
computers are determined only by the classical and quantum physical laws, re-
spectively. Since the computational power for the best classical computational
process is unique, the quantum-computing speedup which is used to measure
the computational-power difference between quantum computation and clas-
sical computation is only dependent on computational power of the quantum
computational process and hence it is determined alone by the quantum phys-
ical laws. The precondition that a quantum-computing speedup makes sense
tends to be neglected in quantum computation. Researchers do not pay atten-
tion to this precondition possibly because that fundamental mathematical-logic
operation rules are strictly and correctly carried out in a computation is the
most basic requirement for any computational model. This precondition shows
that whether or not a fundamental quantum physical attribute (e.g., the uni-
tary quantum dynamics, quantum superposition principle, quantum coherence
interference, and so on) is a universal quantum driving force to speed up a
quantum computation depends on whether or not this fundamental attribute is
able to perform independently and correctly mathematical-logic operations in
computation. Though the mathematical logic principles do not affect essentially
quantum computational performance, they can determine which fundamental
attribute in quantum mechanics may not be a universal quantum driving force
to speed up a quantum computation. On the other hand, the polynomial-time
quantum search processes [56] tell ones that the effective interaction between
the mathematical-logic principles and the quantum physical laws plays a crucial
role in achieving an essential speedup for a quantum search process. This shows
that only those fundamental attributes in quantum mechanics that are able
to build the effective interaction may be considered as candidates of universal
quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation. A fundamental
quantum-physical attribute may be a universal quantum driving force only if
it can perform independently and correctly mathematical logic operations in
a quantum computation and it is able to build the effective interaction be-
tween the mathematical logic principles and the quantum physical laws. This
is the necessary condition that a fundamental attribute is able to become a
universal quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation. It is well
known that these fundamental quantum-physical attributes including quantum
superposition principle, quantum coherence interference, quantum-mechanical
symmetry, the properties of quantum entanglement states, the properties of
multiple-quantum coherence mixed states, quantum measurement, and so on,
can not perform independently and correctly mathematical logic operations in
computation. Thus, all these fundamental attributes are not a universal quan-
tum driving force to speed up a quantum computation. It is also impossible for
the decoherence effect and nonlinear effect (if it existed in a quantum system)
to be a universal quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation.
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Note that the reversible classical mechanics and equilibrium-state thermody-
namics could perform independently the mathematical logic operations. But
because they can not build the effective interaction between the mathemati-
cal logic principles of a problem to be solved and the symmetric structure and
property of the Hilbert space, they are not a universal quantum driving force
to speed up a quantum computation. It is well known that the mathematical-
logic principles can be carried out independently and correctly by the unitary
quantum dynamics. On the other hand, the polynomial-time quantum search
processes [56] tell ones that the unitary quantum dynamics has the unique abil-
ity to build the effective interaction between the mathematical logic principles
and the quantum physical laws. Therefore, the unitary quantum dynamics in
quantum mechanics is the universal quantum driving force to speed up a quantum
computation. When people are talking about a quantum-computing speedup in
a quantum computation, they can not ignore the unitary quantum dynamics
that is restricted by the mathematical logic principles. Otherwise, their ob-
tained conclusion could make no sense! A typical example may be seen in the
comment [52]. These facts strongly support that the unitary quantum dynamics
has to be put at the center of a universal quantum computational model.
It is very important that the unitary quantum dynamics in quantum mechan-
ics is the universal quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation.
This result supports strongly that the mechanism for exponential speedup de-
duced from the polynomial-time quantum search processes could be generally
available not only in a pure-state quantum system but also in a quantum en-
semble. In turn, this further implies that the unitary quantum dynamics is the
fundamental and universal principle not only in a pure-state quantum system
but also in a quantum ensemble, although it has been suspected extensively
that the unitary quantum dynamics is a fundamental principle in a macroscopic
physical system. Therefore, the quantum-computing speedup theory supports
strongly in theory that the unitary quantum dynamics is the fundamental and
universal principle in nature.
In the past two decades there are a large number of works to apply simply the
unitary time evolution processes (here relaxation or decoherence is inevitable)
of a physical system which may consist of spins, atoms, molecules, or electrons,
to implementing experimentally the quantum logic gates, simple quantum algo-
rithms, quantum simulations, and so on. These works merely make use of the
unitary quantum dynamics. They have little help for studying and understand-
ing the essence of the unitary quantum dynamics to speed up a quantum com-
putation. Understanding the unitary quantum dynamics based on these works
is not deeper and not yet more essential than the one based on the conventional
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments and electronic spin resonance
(ESR) experiments (See also the comment [33]). Therefore, these works have
little help for understanding the essential reason why the unitary quantum dy-
namics is considered as the fundamental and universal principle in nature. For
example, a protein-folding process is a typical non-equilibrium process in na-
ture. The unitary quantum dynamics is destroyed strongly in the process. How
can one say the unitary quantum dynamics is a fundamental principle in such
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a process? How can one say the unitary quantum dynamics governs such a
process? Only the mechanism for exponential quantum-searching speedup can
predict that such a process that does not obey the unitary quantum dynamics is
governed by the unitary quantum dynamics.
As the central position of a universal quantum computational model the
unitary quantum dynamics could help to resolve the inherent conflicts appearing
in the universal quantum computational models. The inherent conflicts [44, 30,
45] among the unitary quantum dynamics, the quantum parallel principle, and
the halting operation appear in the universal quantum Turing machine model
[4] due to the quantum measurement in the halting operation. They include
the conflict [44, 30] between the unitary quantum dynamics and the quantum
measurement and the conflict [44b, 30] between the quantum parallel principle
and the halting operation. There is not the priority position for any one of
the unitary quantum dynamics, the quantum parallel principle, and the halting
operation. In the paper [30] the present author suggested that these conflict
problems could be resolved on the basis of the unitary quantum dynamics. This
suggestion is based on the fact that the unitary quantum dynamics is important
in speeding up a quantum computation. Now the unitary quantum dynamics is
put at the center of the universal quantum Turing machine model owing to its
inherent importance to speed up a quantum computation. Then the strategy
in Ref. [30] to resolve these inherent conflict problems becomes reasonable.
A similar strategy also may be adopted to resolve other conflict problems than
those in Refs. [44, 30] in a universal quantum computational model, as described
above. Actually, a universal quantum computational model itself can not resolve
its inherent conflict problems. Resolving these inherent conflict problems must
be based on the quantum-computing speedup theory.
More importantly, the unitary quantum dynamics provides the fundamental
frame to realize the effective interaction between the mathematical-logic prin-
ciples of a problem to be solved and the quantum physical laws. A universal
quantum computational model also obeys the quantum-mechanical symmetry.
Quantum-mechanical symmetry of a quantum system that is different from both
the fundamental quantum-state properties and the unitary quantum dynamics
is a fundamental attribute of quantum world. The quantum-mechanical symme-
try under consideration here is mainly referred to the symmetric structure and
property of the Hilbert space of a composite quantum system. It is based on the
basic postulate in quantum mechanics that the whole Hilbert space of a compos-
ite quantum system is a direct product (or tension product) of the Hilbert spaces
of component systems of the composite system. The quantum-mechanical sym-
metry includes the symmetric structure and property of the multiple-quantum
operator algebra spaces [35, 21a]. Of course, there are also a number of the
traditional quantum-mechanical methods, i.e., the group-theory-based methods
[9] (quantum-mechanical symmetry is closely related to group theory) to char-
acterize the symmetric structure of the Hilbert space of a quantum system. But
so far it has not yet been shown that these traditional methods are useful to
find an efficient quantum algorithm in the frame of the quantum-computing
speedup theory. Here stress the multiple-quantum operator spaces because the
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multiple-quantum transition processes are the basic quantum physical processes
in the quantum systems including multiple-spin systems. Global symmetries of
a closed quantum system such as the space translational symmetry, rotational
symmetry, and time displacement symmetry, which result in the momentum,
angular momentum, and energy conservation laws, respectively, may not affect
essentially quantum computational performance. Of course, it does not rule
out the possibility that the local versions of these symmetries affect essentially
quantum computational performance. According to the quantum-computing
speedup theory a quantum-mechanical symmetry is not a universal quantum
driving force to speed up a quantum computation. However, in the frame of the
unitary quantum dynamics the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert
space may have an essential effect on quantum computational performance. This
is because it can affect directly and most effectively the unitary quantum dy-
namics. The reason behind it is that the symmetric structure and property of
the Hilbert space of a quantum system is closely related to the Hamiltonian of
the quantum system. The symmetric structure and property may make a direct
impact on the Hamiltonian of the quantum system, leading to that the effect of
the symmetric structure and property can be on the whole time evolution pro-
cess of the quantum system. On the other hand, though the mathematical logic
principles of a problem to be solved do not affect essentially quantum computa-
tional performance, they can make a strong constraint on the unitary quantum
dynamics of the quantum system to solve the problem [21a]. This leads to that
the unitary quantum dynamics is able to bring together the mathematical logic
principles and the symmetric structure and property of the quantum system and
make them interacting with each other. As described above, this interaction is
of crucial importance to realize a polynomial-time quantum search process.
The unitary quantum dynamics which acts as the fundamental frame also
may build the effective interaction between, on the one hand, the symmetric
structure and property of the Hilbert space and the time reversal symmetry of
a quantum system, and on the other hand, the mathematical logic principles
that a computational problem obeys. This leads to a new strategy to construct
an efficient quantum algorithm. A typical application of the strategy may be
seen in Refs. [21b, 40]. Here the strategy will not be discussed in detail. It
must be pointed out that all these methods or strategies need to use the unitary
manipulation on the functional operations of the problem to be solved.
4. Quantum parallel principle and quantum-computing
speedup
The old quantum-computing speedup theory is based on the quantum paral-
lel principle [4]. The quantum parallel principle uses the quantum superposition
principle in quantum mechanics to speed up a quantum computation. It has
an intuitive feature similar to the classical parallel computation. The quantum
parallel principle has been considered to power essentially a quantum computa-
tion in the past decades. It has been thought that this principle may achieve an
exponential quantum-computing speedup in some specific cases [11, 12, 13, 14,
15]. However, its generality is limited greatly. In the past decades the quantum
physical essence for how the quantum parallel principle speeds up exponentially
some specific quantum computations has been investigated extensively. A vast
number of works have been devoted to this research subject. It has been thought
extensively that the quantum entanglement states could be responsible for the
exponential quantum-computing speedup [49]. However, a number of works [50]
show that there do not appear quantum entanglement states in the NMR ex-
perimental tests of some quantum algorithms. A number of works also suspect
or reject that quantum entanglement states can help a quantum computation
to achieve an exponential quantum-computing speedup [51]. Some works show
that an exponential quantum-computing speedup could have nothing to do with
quantum entanglement states [40]. These works reflect mixed effect of quantum
states and their fundamental properties and especially quantum entanglement
states, multiple-quantum coherence mixed states, etc., and their fundamental
properties on a quantum computation.
There are some obstacles for quantum states of the Hilbert space of a quan-
tum system and their fundamental properties to become a quantum driving force
to speed up a quantum computation. According to the quantum-computing
speedup theory quantum states and their fundamental properties can not be a
universal quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation, as pointed
out in the previous paragraph, because quantum states themselves and their
fundamental properties are not able to perform independently and correctly
mathematical logic operations in computation. Intuitively speaking, a quan-
tum computational process is a dynamical process, while quantum states and
their properties are static and passive and thus they can not power indepen-
dently a quantum computation. Moreover, quantum states themselves are not
able to distinguish a quantum computational process from a purely quantum-
mechanical dynamical process. Suppose that a black box performs a unitary
dynamical process. This process may be a purely quantum-mechanical dynam-
ical process or a quantum computational process that is constrained by the
mathematical-logic principles of a problem. Then input and output quantum
states of the black box are not able to determine whether the unitary dynamical
process is a purely quantum-mechanical process or it is a quantum computa-
tional process (See the comment [52]). Note that the intermediate quantum state
in the process is completely determined by the input and output quantum states
for a given quantum algorithm. Therefore, it is quite complex for quantum states
and their fundamental properties to affect a quantum-computing speedup. They
could help the unitary quantum dynamics to speed up a quantum computation.
They could not have any contribution to a quantum-computing speedup. Even
they could have a negative contribution to the quantum-computing speedup.
If quantum states themselves could speed up independently a quantum computa-
tion, then it would be very possible that they sped up a non mathematical logic
operation: 1 + 2 = 5.
Though quantum states and their fundamental properties may not be a
quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation, they could be able
to help the unitary quantum dynamics to speed up a quantum computation.
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Because quantum states and their fundamental properties are independent of
the unitary quantum dynamics, their effect on mathematical-logic functional
operations usually is not effective. The effect of the quantum states tends to
be limited to the initial time of a functional operation. These are the main
reason why it tends to be ineffective for quantum states and their fundamental
properties to help the unitary quantum dynamics to achieve an exponential
quantum-computing speedup except for some special cases [11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
49c, 49d]. Among these fundamental quantum-state properties the quantum
superposition principle and quantum coherence interference could be most useful
to help the unitary quantum dynamics to speed up a quantum computation.
In the past decades it has been considered extensively that the quantum
parallel principle leads to the exponential quantum-computing speedup for the
Abelian hidden-subgroup-problem (HSP) quantum algorithms [11, 12, 13, 14,
15] and some special non-Abelian HSP quantum algorithms [16]. It also has
been considered that quantum-computing speedup for the conventional quan-
tum search algorithms [23, 24, 25], quantum simulations [18], and other quantum
algorithms [49c, 49d] and so on originates from the quantum parallel principle,
simply since the quantum superposition states play the central role or the quan-
tum entanglement states appear in these quantum computational (or simula-
tion) processes [49b, 49d]. However, as shown above, quantum states including
quantum superposition states and quantum entanglement states can not be a
quantum driving force to speed up a quantum computation. Here the quantum-
computing speedup theory could provide possible mechanisms for exponential
speedup for these efficient HSP quantum algorithms. More importantly, the the-
ory could be helpful for improving essentially these inefficient non-Abelian HSP
quantum algorithms. As a typical example, here gives a possible mechanism for
exponential speedup of an efficient HSP quantum algorithm on the basis of the
unitary quantum dynamics. An HSP quantum algorithm typically consists of
the three parts: the initial superposition state [4, 11, 7], a mathematical-logic
functional operation (See, for example, Refs. [13, 14, 15a, 53]), and the quan-
tum Fourier transform [14, 15c]. The basic structural characteristic feature for
an efficient HSP quantum algorithm is the mutual cooperation between the last
two parts in the frame of the unitary quantum dynamics and in the suitable
initial superposition state.
The mathematical symmetric structure of a hidden subgroup (HS) problem
constrains and modifies the unitary quantum dynamics of the quantum system
used to solve the problem. Then this constrained or modified unitary quantum
dynamics is applied to the suitable initial superposition state so that the math-
ematical symmetric structure is mapped into the Hilbert space of the quantum
system. This is the first step of a usual HSP quantum algorithm. This mapped
symmetric structure in the Hilbert space may be called the problem symmet-
ric structure. It originates from the mathematical symmetric structure of the
HS problem alone, although it is in the Hilbert space. It is different from the
symmetrical structure of Hilbert space of the quantum system itself. In Ref.
[29] a cyclic group state space has a symmetric structure similar to the current
one, but that symmetric structure is referred to that one of the Hilbert space of
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the quantum system itself. In that case the search space of the search problem
coincides with the cyclic group state space (i.e., the Hilbert space). Now the
information of solution of the HS problem is hidden in the problem symmetric
structure in the Hilbert space. The second step of the HSP quantum algorithm
is to apply a suitable quantum Fourier transform to the quantum system so
that the solution information hidden in the problem symmetric structure could
be extracted in polynomial time from the Hilbert space by the quantum mea-
surement. It has been considered extensively that the second step is the key
step to achieve an exponential speedup for the HSP quantum algorithm. It
also has been recognized extensively that the problem symmetric structure in
the Hilbert space is key important for an efficient HSP quantum algorithm to
achieve an exponential speedup. Because the problem symmetric structure is
generated by the modified unitary quantum dynamics, the quantum Fourier
transform has to precisely cooperate with the modified unitary quantum dy-
namics in the frame of the unitary quantum dynamics so that an exponential
speedup could be achieved in solving the HS problem. This is just the basic
structural characteristic feature for a polynomial-time HSP quantum algorithm.
Though sometimes the unitary quantum dynamics of the HSP quantum algo-
rithm could be locally destroyed, for example, some unitary operations in the
quantum algorithm could be replaced locally with the quantum measurement
processes [15b], this basic structural characteristic feature is not changed es-
sentially and hence the exponential speedup for the quantum algorithm is still
retained basically.
Because the problem symmetric structure in the Hilbert space originates
from the HS problem alone, it has nothing to do with the initial superposition
state. This is the main reason why the initial superposition state does not have
an essential effect on the exponential quantum-computing speedup to solve the
HS problem. This means that the exponential speedup is essentially related to
only the modified unitary quantum dynamics and the quantum Fourier trans-
form, although the initial superposition state is a necessary component in an
efficient HSP quantum algorithm.
The effect of the initial superposition state, which is the basic character of the
quantum parallel principle, on solving efficiently the HS problem lies in that the
superposition state helps the modified unitary quantum dynamics to generate
the problem symmetric structure in the Hilbert space in polynomial time. In the
old quantum-computing speedup theory the superposition state is considered as
the key to generating the problem symmetric structure in polynomial time. But
the new quantum-computing speedup theory considers that the superposition
state does not have any ability to perform in a parallel form any mathematical-
logic functional operation, and only the modified unitary quantum dynamics
is able to perform independently and correctly the parallel mathematical-logic
functional operation. Therefore, the modified unitary quantum dynamics is
really the key to generating the problem symmetric structure in polynomial
time, although the initial superposition state is a necessary component in the
parallel functional operation.
This kind of exponential speedup to solve the HS problem is not general in
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quantum computation. It is quite special because only in some special cases
the precise mutual cooperation is easy to realize between the modified unitary
quantum dynamics and the quantum Fourier transform in the suitable initial
superposition state. It is efficient to realize this precise mutual cooperation
for an Abelian HS problem [15]. However, it is generally hard to realize the
precise mutual cooperation for a non-Abelian HS problem [16] except for some
special cases. Different HS problem leads to different modified unitary quantum
dynamics. This further leads to that the precise mutual cooperation needs to be
re-realized so that an exponential speedup could be re-achieved. If this mutual
cooperation could no longer exist due to that the HS problem is changed, then
this exponential speedup could disappear.
How can the quantum-computing speedup theory help to solve efficiently a
non-Abelian HS problem? Obviously, the quantum algorithm to solve the HS
problem does not consider explicitly the symmetrical structure and property of
the Hilbert space of the quantum system. This results in that the latter does
not have any effective effect on the problem symmetric structure in the Hilbert
space. From this point one may say that a usual HSP quantum algorithm is not
full quantum. This could be the main reason why this type of efficient quan-
tum algorithms are quite special. Therefore, there could be a possible strategy
[40, 21b] to improve these inefficient non-Abelian HSP quantum algorithms that
these inefficient quantum algorithms could be improved essentially by making
use of the symmetrical structure and property of the Hilbert space of the quan-
tum system. This strategy could be realized only with the help of the unitary
manipulation on the mathematical-logic functional operations.
5. Discussion and conclusion
In the past decade the present author has investigated extensively how the
fundamental quantum-mechanical principles and properties affect the quantum
computational performance of a quantum computer. Particular importantly, it
is proven that there are the polynomial-time unstructured quantum search pro-
cesses in quantum computation [56]. These works together form the research
basis of this paper. This paper is mainly devoted to studying the mechanisms
of quantum-computing speedup and especially exponential quantum-computing
speedup of a quantum computational process (or a quantum algorithm). A
quantum-computing speedup is determined only by the fundamental quantum-
mechanical principles and properties of a quanutm system. It is independent on
purely mathematical logic principles of a problem to be solved on the quantum
system. However, any one of these fundamental quantum-mechanical principles
and properties that is responsible for speeding up a quantum computation has
to obey these mathematical logic principles. This results in that the interaction
is inevitable between the mathematical logic principles and the fundamental
quantum-mechanical principles. Such an interaction could have an essential ef-
fect on the quantum computational process to solve the problem. These facts
reflect importance of the interaction to affect quantum computational perfor-
mance. At this point quantum computation is essentially different from classical
computation.
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One of the mostly important results in the paper is to show on the basis of the
polynomial-time unstructured quantum search processes that the unitary quan-
tum dynamics in quantum mechanics is the universal quantum driving force to
speed up a quantum computation. A new quantum-computing speedup theory
therefore is set up on the basis of the unitary quantum dynamics in a universal
quantum computational model. It should be pointed out that both the re-
versible classical computational models and the quantum Turing machine mod-
els together are not sufficient to set up the theory. Both the unitary quantum
dynamics and the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space of a
quantum system are mainly responsible for an exponential quantum-computing
speedup for an efficient quantum algorithm. The inherent importance for the
unitary quantum dynamics to speed up a quantum computation lies in the
unique ability of the unitary quantum dynamics to build the effective interaction
between the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space of a quantum
system (or more generally the fundamental quantum-mechanical principles) and
the mathematical-logic principles including the mathematical symmetric struc-
ture of a problem to be solved on the quantum system. This unique ability is
not owned by the reversible classical mechanics and the reversible equilibrium-
state thermodynamics. It may generate an essential difference of computational
power between quantum computation and classical computation with the aid
of the symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space. This effective
interaction is of crucial importance for a general quantum algorithm to achieve
an exponential speedup. In theory and experiment this effective interaction may
be built up with the help of the unitary manipulation on the mathematical-logic
functional operations of the problem.
It is well known that the classical computation has the three computing re-
sources: (a) time or computational step number, (b) space or memory, and (c)
energy or precision. Quantum computation also has these three computing re-
sources. However, beside these three computing resources quantum computation
also has the computing resource that is not owned by the classical computation.
This quantum-computing resource is the symmetric structure of Hilbert space of
a composite quantum system.
The old quantum-computing speedup theory is based on the quantum par-
allel principle, while the latter is based on the quantum superposition principle
in quantum mechanics. Its underlying quantum-mechanical basis has been ex-
tensively considered as the quantum entanglement states which are closely re-
lated to the so-called quantum nonlocal effect. According to the new quantum-
computing speedup theory the existing (efficient) quantum algorithms that are
constructed in the frame of the old quantum-computing speedup theory are
not full quantum. These quantum algorithms, which include the Abelian HSP
quantum algorithms, non-Abelian HSP quantum algorithms, and conventional
quantum search algorithms and so on, have the common character that the
symmetric structure and property of the Hilbert space of the quantum system
to perform these quantum algorithms does not have any effective effect on these
quantum algorithms. This could be the main reason why these efficient quantum
algorithms are quite special and considered to be semiclassical.
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Since the early 2000s the unitary quantum dynamics has been considered
as the fundamental and universal principle that is responsible for speeding up
a quantum computational process in a physical system which may be a closed
pure-state quantum system or a closed quantum ensemble. Now this hypothe-
sis receives a strong support from the quantum-computing speedup theory. It
is based on the assertion that only the unitary quantum dynamics in quan-
tum mechanics is the universal quantum driving force to speed up a quantum
computation. This assertion really supports strongly that the unitary quantum
dynamics is the fundamental and universal principle not only in a closed pure-
state quantum system but also in a closed quantum ensemble. On the other
hand, it has been suspected extensively that the unitary quantum dynamics is a
fundamental principle to describe a non-equilibrium physical process in a closed
macroscopic physical system. Therefore, there is an apparent conflict between
the unitary quantum dynamics and a non-equilibrium physical process in the
physical system. How to resolve this apparent conflict is a great challenge in
physics. In Ref. [37] the present author attempted for the first time to apply
the quantum-computing speedup theory (or its related idea) to describing a
non-equilibrium physical process of a closed physical system in the frame of the
unitary quantum dynamics. This idea was suggested first in a quantum spin
system [37] and then in an atomic physical system that has both the center-
of-mass motion and internal motion [30, 41]. However, solving ultimately this
great challenge problem has a long way to go.
The fundamental and universal principle that both a closed quantum system
and its quantum ensemble obey the same unitary quantum dynamics could be
very helpful for understanding essentially a large number of biophysical and bio-
chemical processes in nature. It is well known that a protein folding process is
an ultrafast physical process in nature. A classical search process generally can
not match up the natural protein-folding process with such an ultra-high fold-
ing speed. In contrast, the polynomial-time quantum search process shows that
such an ultrafast physical process is understandable according to the quantum-
computing speedup theory. Moreover, the mechanism for exponential quantum-
searching speedup predicts that such an ultrafast natural process that does not
obey the unitary quantum dynamics could be governed by the unitary quantum
dynamics.
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